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Gwyneth Paltrow teams up with FLOW water (2)
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Gwyneth Paltrow has teamed up with Flow Alkaline Spring Water.  The actress stars in a new campaign promoting the drink's "naturally occurring essential minerals, electrolytes and an alkaline pH of +/- 8.1".  ?We all know hydration is one of the core tenets of great health and glowing skin, but the  convenience of a water bottle is usually outweighed by its environmental ramifications,? said Paltrow, 46.  She added: "Flow is changing the game with a spring water that is naturally alkaline - nothing added - in 100% recyclable packaging. The pack is made from sustainably sourced fibres and even has a plant-based cap crafted from sugarcane."  Flow Alkaline Spring Water is partnering with Paltrow?s modern lifestyle brand, goop to be their exclusive water partner.  Editorial use only.  Please credit Flow/MEGA.  10 Jun 2019  Pictured: Gwyneth Paltrow.  Photo credit: Flow/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Gwyneth Paltrow has teamed up with Flow Alkaline Spring Water.  The actress stars in a new campaign promoting the drink's "naturally occurring essential minerals, electrolytes and an alkaline pH of +/- 8.1".  ?We all know hydration is one of the core tenets of great health and glowing skin, but the  convenience of a water bottle is usually outweighed by its environmental ramifications,? said Paltrow, 46.  She added: "Flow is changing the game with a spring water that is naturally alkaline - nothing added - in 100% recyclable packaging. The pack is made from sustainably sourced fibres and even has a plant-based cap crafted from sugarcane."  Flow Alkaline Spring Water is partnering with Paltrow?s modern lifestyle brand, goop to be their exclusive water partner.  Editorial use only.  Please credit Flow/MEGA.  10 Jun 2019  Pictured: Flow CEO Nicholas Reichenbach with Goop CEO Gwyneth Paltrow.  Photo credit: Flow/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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